FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

#DONERIGHT IN NORTH CAROLINA
USA-based modular manufacturers, Done Group, announces QSR project
GREENSBORO, NC – APRIL 5, 2018 – Done Group announces quick service restaurant project (QSR) in the southern
United States.
Done Group specializes in full room modular units that are engineered and designed to fit specific project
requirements. Working in tandem with industry leaders Lochsa Engineering, Fastwalls, Martyn Consulting and
Vulcraft, Done Group is creating the Greensboro modular QSR with general contractor Burns & McDonnell. The
quick service restaurant will consist of four modules that will travel in sequential order for installation. The
modules include full floor and wall finishes, MEP connections, and has been built with a drive-thru and in
compliance with current IBC fire codes.
Although each project differs, the standard process includes procurement, such as windows, sheathing and interior
fixtures, installation of owner supplies, preconstruction coordination, module production in the factory with
quality assurance checkpoints, shipping and installation, architectural tie-ins, attaching centrally located MEP
connection and final inspection. “We will be documenting this project from the beginning of our scope until final
install,” says General Manager, Darren Barnes.
In addition to a time lapse camera hosted on site, Done Group will have designated team members following the
modules through the factory, on the road, and to final installation on site. Marketing Manager Karin Wall says,
“We are excited to give a behind-the-scenes look at our process both on our website and on social media.”
The quick service restaurant in Greensboro, NC is scheduled to be fully complete in April 2018.
-30About Done Group
Done Group is passionate about the construction industry and continuously explore ways to improve and innovate
conventional methods. The team has built using traditional methods and prefabrication over the last 30 years
which has allowed them to realize the best way to build. Done Group focuses on custom whole room modular
construction that does not compromise design or creativity. The modules are manufactured locally, and Done
Group collaborates with qualified engineers, architects, manufacturers and qualified sub-trades to provide
superior products and services to clients across North America. For more information, please visit
www.donegroup.ca or find us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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